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Abstract 
The twenty-first century is the century of tabloid journalism. In Serbia, the number of scientific papers on this type of journalism 
has recently increased. Investigators of media and media markets are confronted with constant changes of their object of study. 
Besides the media contents which change daily, media technology, legislation and the audience are also constantly changing. 
This happens due to complex demands of the modern world. Some authors define the tabloid press as a form of commercial 
media culture created for profit and distributed in the form of goods whose products are going to sell well because of their factual 
popularity. As part of popular journalism, tabloidisation means creating the product which attracts the maximum number of 
customers. The emergence of such products which shocked the world by breaking with the conventions led to the creation of a 
new form of media literacy, whose celebrities replaced the old values of life and way of thinking, creating new models of 
identification and resonant performances of style, fashion and behavior. Since profit and not ethics is the deepest motivations of 
tabloid journalism, some authors of tabloids do not consider them among traditional print media, rather placing them in a separate 
category defined as "consumerist magazines''. This subcategory develops rapidly and commercially, as this approach is based on 
the pursuit of erotic content, gossip and kitsch. As the topics of tabloids are processed, sensationalism is used: relevant contents, 
giving way to bizarre scandalous, or tabu subjects peek into people's privacy. The consequences are reflected in shaping the 
reader's view of world, entering virtual reality.  Moving from a strictly populist media towards a completely different media, 
tabloid contents manipulate consciousness and create dependence. Since they have low professional level of journalistic 
processing, tabloid journalism unfavourably reflects on the promotion of genuine values. 
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The media have enormous power to represent the main and often the only source of information on many 
important events and themes. They can define which events are important and the extent media consumers need to 
understand these events. Modern communication technologies and innovations such as the Internet and satellite 
broadcasters, drastically reduced the global information gaps, so that the rapid transmission of information is of 
crucial importance and greatly affects the demand of the consumers. Information is nowadays qualified faster than 
ever, causing discontent among supporters of the "slow" journalism: traditional reporting techniques (e.g. cursory 
reporter reporting, thorough checking of sources.) still apply. Current trend of tabloidisation in today's media, has 
caused an uproar among the media traditionalists, especially in the field of news and print media. Tabloids are small 
format editions with content easier, readers understand, quick to read, and even more quickly adopted. There are 
many opinions from which comes the word tabloid. On the one hand comes from the Latin word tabula - tabla and 
Greek eidos - form on the other hand is believed to have come from the pharmaceutical industry. Father of 
expression would be certain Henry Wellcome, an Englishman who, along with an American Silas M. Burroughs,  in 
1880. in London founded the pharmaceutical company Burroughs Wellcome & Co., and  in 1884. registered, and  
1889. began manufacturing-under the sign of Capricorn (trade mark of the company) - painkiller (another 
painkiller) called „tabloid“. Name is just any trade mark, and was the compound of the noun „tablet“ (tablet) and -
oid suffix, what suffix „takes the form of something or something like that“ (from the Greek word oeides, „like“). 
Already in 1901. the term originated  tabloid journalism, „since there are newspaper format divided into“ tabloid 
„size 17 x 11 inches (43 x 28 cm), the „broad Schiff" (broadsheets), normally reserved for the newspaper „higher 
quality“ (higher-quality journalism), measuring about 22 inches (for us are „sheets“ of half a meter, or even more: a 
typical broadsheet format has a size of 29 x 23 inches or 75 x 60 cm), where the first such newspaper published in 
the Netherlands still 1618. and the so-called Berlin (Berliner) format (18 x 12 inches, 47 x 32 cm), which is a cross 
between the first two formats“1. Since the first tabloid size or format appeared only in 1918. years, seventeen years 
after the term „tabloid journalism“, based on which we can not help but suspect that this is about something else: 
that the term tabloid primarily was tied at the time of its creation and expansion of journalism, communication: 
„This tabloid pharmacological effect has been readily transferred to the media, with the more literal meaning in 
relation to newspaper size at the turn of the century quickly giving way to descriptions of editorial and 
presentational style, which in turn were extended to non-print forms like television“2 
The word „tabloid“ usually has a negative connotation, because it has become associated with poor quality 
content and techniques of unethical reporting. Some of the commonly used synonyms for the tabloids, „yellow 
press“, „soft news“, „infotainment“ (the modern term formed from a combination of information and entertainment - 
eng. information - information and entertainment - entertainment) and more often „newszac“ („news turned into a 
party“). The term yellow journalism , or yellow press is pejorative, as in Western cultures yellow or yellow color 
associated with feces and, indirectly, with what is cheap or even worthless. That is the term for a similar period as 
the term „tabloid“, namely the very end of the nineteenth century, and came as two U.S. label, namely the New 
York newspapers, in their conflict over the audience and circulation, and therefore money, which is lasted between 
in 1895. and in 1898. These were the New York World of Joseph Pulitzer (Joseph Pulitzer) and the New York 
Journal of William Randolph Hearst (William Randolph Hearst), and the name he gave the third list, New York 
Press, writing for the first two: „We call them Yellow because they are Yellow“3.  
Freedom of the press, of opinion and expression are the foundation of any democratic society. The only thing it 
can not build the future of media, independent of any influence. Only when they are absent pressures from the 
political elite, powerful individuals and groups, public relations manager and similar companies spinning 
information, we can not hope true professional, objective and unbiased information. In transitional societies, critical 
and investigative journalism is marginalized, while the interpretation of the data is often carried out in accordance 
with the expectations of political elites, PR agencies, powerful advertisers, hidden interest groups and non-
governmental centers of power. Model forms and ways of presenting figures, phenomena and processes in daily 
 
 
1 Milić, Novica (2010). Provokacija kao komunikacija. Beograd: fmk, p. 55. 
2 Cunningham, S. and Miller, T., with Rowe, D. (1994) Contemporary Australian Television. Sydney: University of New South Wales Press,  
  apud  David Rowe (2000). On Going Tabloid: A Preliminary Analysis, Metro, 121/122:, p. 78-85.  
3 Milić, Novica (2010). Provokacija kao komunikacija. Beograd: fmk, p. 60. 
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affect, among other things, the creation of stereotypes and their place in society, and the development of different 
political concepts, in terms of (re) construction perspectives on equal distribution of power. Rapid flow of 
information caused by modern life affects informing public opinion. A wealth of information and resources through 
which man informs an important component that participates in the organization's daily lives, but also a solid link 
that mediates between them. Communication community since its inception loaded the credibility, objectivity and 
veracity of media reports. It refers to the impact that the powerful economic and governmental organizations showed 
commitment to the role of journalists to achieve positive publicity in the media.  
Modern journalism is beginning to develop in the 19th century in the United States and in a decisive extent by 
hiring two magnates - Joseph Pulitzer, who was the founder of the new journalism, and William Hearst who is 
developing the same introduced in practice yellow journalism or the yellow press. Pulitzer in journalism came in 
buying St. Louis Postdispatch and on top of it when purchased and edited the New York World. „Realizing that the 
majority of New Yorkers are newcomers like him, Pulitzer editorial policy adapts to their needs, creating a strategy 
to win market...The main interest is a life, race reporter for exclusivity, tuck-rack-ing journalism (reportage from the 
underworld), recording small news, analytics and aggression. He has not neglected any informational page of the 
newspaper. On the contrary, e  increased their information content, instead of the introductory articles and other 
reports introduced analytic review of the columns and outside broadcast reports.“4. Unlike the Pulitzer, Hearst did 
not have much regard for the informativeness of the press, but the phenomenon of profit and earn as much as all the 
activities of subordinate journalism. In his most famous newspaper the New York Journal American, he gave 
priority to the attraction and the sensation of information and objectivity. Herst has developed an empire of tabloid 
sensationalism and just top him, were those of the Spanish-American war, which he himself gave huge contributions 
are inventing events and reporting from the front lines in a way that is manipulated and deceived the American 
public readers. This Herst became the founder of the tabloids, manipulative journalism whose only goal profits and 
sales of novelty, and does not care to be objective. Journalism historians believe that there are five key periods in the 
emergence and development of media tabloidisation: 
1.  thirty years of the nineteenth century, the era called penny press (cheap printing, enabled the development of 
the printing industry and the postal service, which has descended to the level of content of new, non-elite 
category of readers, using sensationalist release popular topic); 
2. end of the nineteenth century, the era of „newspaper magnate“ (primarily Bennett, William Randolph Hearst 
and Pulitzer), which begin to apply methods of investigative journalism but in the process insists on 
sensationalism, lively and entertaining presentation of the topics that attracted the masses and the computer 
with the new categories of workers immigrant audience; 
3. twenty years of the twentieth century, known as the „Jazz Age“, in which the radio is experiencing the largest 
expansion when printing sensationalist tabloid format, which is trying to compete with the new medium, 
called journalism, jazz; 
4. seventies of the twentieth century, a period of prosperity illustrated, entertaining revue of the press, which, in 
the struggle for supremacy with powerful competitor, TV, heavily used trash; 
5. nineties of XX and beginning of XXI century, marked by strong tabloidization not only print, but also 
electronic and on-line media. 
In theory, there are many different divisions of the press (the content, time release, residency, property, etc.), and 
division by the quality (prominent, influential daily and weekly newspapers and magazines of national character) 
and the well-popular division (strongly market-oriented newspapers and magazines in which coexisting elements of 
quality newspapers and tabloids) and the tabloid press. While the release of the first category is characterized by 
greater social impact, especially in the segments of the audience closer to the spheres of government and 
management of the company, the other two categories have higher circulation and more powerful effect on people, 
but their elite rivals. Other comparisons can be derived from distinctions such as the commitment to certain values, 
form of address, style and language, a kind of readership it addresses. The main distinction between quality and 
 
 
4 Bjelica, Mihailo, Jevtović, Zoran (2006). Istorija novinarstva.Beograd: Megatrend univerzitet primenjenih nauka, p. 83-84;  
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tabloid press is based on a different approach to information material (information) from which the prestigious 
journalism expected to answer three basic requirements: timeliness, relevance-importance and interest. The tabloid 
editorial approach procedure for election themes based on the third feature of information: the interesting thing. 
What is important, which is the core and essence of the quality press, „reporting on the public sphere“5, in the 
tabloids does not have to exist. This applies to the most relevant topics of national or international importance. „In 
the tabloids, on the contrary, most of the selected facilities associated with the private sphere, with one's personal 
experience, with interesting, individual examples (HI). Human interest means that the popular dimension of personal 
significance beyond general - political, economic, social“6. Human interest (personalized) dominates the public 
interest, social relevance replaced with trivial private. Categories include genuine public interest, the real interest of 
the audience. Hard news (news about major events) giving way to soft news - interesting facts, rumors, and often 
imaginary. Method writing process inverted pyramid news (facts are arranged by importance) is replaced by the 
method of deferred action (the way in which writing begins the most attractive and not the most important) (Fig. 1.)  
Fig 1. (a) Svet Plus Magazine; (b) Zona Sumraka Magazine 
  
 
Convention of  reputable journalism that is based on the dualism of actual and substantial abolished tabloid's 
insistence on telling the story, the appeal of personal experience. Serbian tabloids, unlike European or American 
counterparts are still strongly fascinated with politics and politicians. The exceptions are members of the variations 
of themes which relies on conspiracy theories and pseudo-scientific activities (twilight zone) which publish articles 
on witches and werewolves, near the end of the world, that pages open magicians and psychics, and  devote space to 
horoscopes, omens, and supernatural unexplained accidents (picture b).  
Ideologically strong media was followed precipitously by  degraded professional (artisan, practically) level of the 
press. Principles of tabloid journalism is absolutely ruled the Serbian press and that, paradoxically, most notably the 
so-called political journalism; policies are increasingly showing a fun color. Sensationalism and primitive populist 
discourse are the main features of the political dialogue in Serbia and in the dialogue of refracted through the media 
as practically basic sphere of political communication. The dialogue does not exist: there is no confrontation of 
opposing concepts or initiating a serious and responsible debate about the biggest issues. All that is ethical in 
journalism in Serbia fell to cheap sensationalism and who still, apparently, had not managed to get rid of the 
ideology of nationalism and populist quasi-patriotic discourse.  
In Serbia, the semi-tabloid tabloids are far better read then serious press. The tabloid character, however, began to 
receive more serious newspapers, particularly in the selection of speakers and topics and basic orientation towards 
certain events, processes and issues, and the only difference is usually only in the writing style and vocabulary. 
Responsibility of these pages is far greater than the tabloids, given the influence they have in the formation of moral 
and social values. Scandals, sex, fights, death, sport and glory are the embodiment of the press in Serbia. So no 
 
 
5 Todorović, Neda (2006). Tabloidni žurnalizam. CM – časopis za upravljanje komuniciranjem, nr. 1., Year I, p. 22.  
6 ibidem, p. 16 
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boundaries in the coverage of children apparently do not exist! Inappropriate, sensational display belittle the man 
and makes him a mere object. This is particularly evident when people die or suffer physical or mental stress are 
displayed in a manner that exceeds the public interest and the need for readers to be informed. Accidents and 
personal tragedy are often informative and valuable, but the victim may not be versed in dealing with the media. By 
posting photos the identity of the children are revealed, in this case, it may in the future suffer great consequences. 
However, accidents involving children are doubling the audience reactions. It is notable that the press when 
reporting on youth most often reported negatively. Stories of children and young people are mostly located in Black 
Chronicle column, and if the news is very morbid, children are at the front page! Waking emotion is one of the 
prerequisites for printing, it  finds its way to the user and magazine or newspaper is purchased. The use of language, 
title design and the relationship of image and text, often in the tabloids (and other type of press) that are designed to 
excite, shock and capture the attention of readers. In addition, graphically attractive and often their full meaning 
only when combined with photography. Tabloidization, vulgarization, sensation and trivia slowly pushed the 
traditional values of journalism, which resists even so called analytical and serious press. 
Content of fun cast a shadow on the topics that are important to the lives of people in a given society and falsely 
public release of the everyday problems.  
In the race for exclusivity, the press ignored the ethics of information, because the market has to survive. The 
consequences of what we write or publish photos are ignored as well as other implications that can produce, and the 
negative public opinion about a given person, or event-based representations imposed on them. When the lies nest in 
human relationships, then people lose their support and guarantee for life. It's a flood in which people cope from 
moment to moment. In such circumstances, there is no security or certainty. In such circumstances, there is no 
security or certainty. Lies, deceit and deception destroy the faith and hope of destroying7. That sensationalism 
dominates in informing the territory of Serbia, often eventually confirmed examples of the exciting reporting serious 
press, which threatens recognition among the tabloids, and even identify with them. News as a genre is experiencing 
a metamorphosis product, because instead of the content and significance of the fact forefront shocking images 
(Fig.2) 
Fig.2 (c) Svet Magazine; (d) Scandal Magazine 
   
 
 Informativeness  alternate emotions and drama, and industrial production  changes the meaning of news 
journalism. The power production of the emotional intensity of the audience, is reflected in the strength of 
misinterpretation of facts, combined with rumors and exaggerations of the event. Dramatic coverage with a 
combination of images and words that the audience accepts as noted news, excludes resistance and suspicion of the 
event, regardless of what is sometimes referred to as a sensational  level can be lowered. Attractiveness is desirable, 
but not a dominant feature of a good title that implies completeness explanations of the content that will follow. So 
 
 
7 Breton, Filip (2000). Izmanipulisana reč. Beograd: Clio, p. 203. 
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to build a bridge of trust to the audience that is more demanding and discerning, directly affecting the organization 
cover assemblies, their purity and creation. Unlike other countries where the tabloids are synonyms for the dumbing 
down or trivialization of public life, the role of the tabloid press in Serbia is tripping the society towards the 
European path. The tabloids in Serbia are focused on political life, traditionally serious themes treated in a 
sensational way. So you can find out the real interests of the establishment, therefore, it is political, for the sake of 
public promotion, not the marketing. In developed countries, the tabloids are there to distract the public attention 
from political issues, while in Serbia, they are to build a better image of politicians and improve their position. 
Today, it is a sensationalist newspaper with visible trends, however, does not remain immune to any political 
pressure. 
Tabloid journalism is, therefore, by character and by definition, vulnerable to political instrumentalization and 
manipulation of traditional media, which inevitably leads to loss of credibility. However, no one worried too much 
that is expanding sensationalist and biased journalism over critical, which inevitably disappears. It is obvious that 
media mega-groups are trampling upon the principles of a free press, and professionalism, because they are not very 
or not at all, for the true, tested, and impartial timely reporting. Towards simplification, as a specific skill mislead 
public opinion, the media show a great affection. Messages with a strong emotional dimension  play with the 
intellectual sphere of man, making him passive consumers with imposed opinions. Political violence becomes 
invisible, if the public does not have any knowledge about it. The relentless struggle of opposing political forces 
justifies sensationalism in reporting.   
Growing commercialization and competition in the twenty-first century forces a serious press to incline towards 
standardization of  sensationalism, to superficial treatment of serious themes and giving ample space to the events 
from the world of entertainment, sports and crime section. In search of a bigger circulation, press in the sphere of 
information grows into a sphere of  scandal, making ethical codes remain a „dead letter“. There is no more clearly 
expressed stylistic significance of papers. Dailies combine different styles, and in the press that he wants to be 
respected and earnestly superficial texts, explicit photos and captions that are very close to the tabloids, which 
suggests that the boundaries between entertainment and serious newspapers are disappearing. Weaknesses  of 
tabloids are only visible from the serious press, because of the bigger headlines, photos more extensive and 
informative articles poorer. This is because they are explicit in form, and more journalistic initiative. Tabloids 
pertinent combine the needs of public opinion with commercial interests. Guided  by profit, not choosing methods to 
gain greater part of the audience. The most common ways are sensationalist headlines, exclusive photos and 
unrealistic texts, which seemed to lead to the use of information and the accumulation of capital. The pace of life 
dictates the amount of time the public will be given to the media, and on the length of time off, more and more 
resort to their need for information settle flipping through tabloids and unwilling to devote some time to a serious, 
analytical issues.  
The man routinely rejects distant and complicated story in order to save energy and time. Appeal to human 
emotions is most easily achieved by the news of crimes, death, sports, entertainment, and other famous lives, and 
tabloids and offer such services  much faster and illustratively richer than serious press do. Lower prices of tabloid 
newspapers are more serious reason for choosing this printing. The market can be a good control performance, but 
when it turns into a maelstrom consequences are inevitable. Then  the criterias of profession are lost, journalism 
turns into interest and police intelligence calculations with different views. Empty sentences of an independent and 
objective editorial policy, media market and independent journalism hide economic and political power 
proportionately to their volume and strength, increases the impact on the role and nature of media in contemporary 
society. 
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